
SPA Support Q&A  

Wednesday, January 20th, 2016  
 

Q1: HR Link - Do I need to be in Internet Explorer in order to change my address?  

A1: Elena Honeycutt - Correct; please use Internet Explorer. 

  

Q2: When I come back on rotation regarding insurance, I've spoken with three people to try to get the 
insurance correct and somehow it just isn't happening - but it seems like there is an issue - even though 
it shows through Workterra that my husband is covered, it doesn't come out of my paycheck. I spoke 
with the number that was listed on my email. 

A2: Elena Honeycutt - Please provide me with your contact information and I will confirm that your 
coverage is correct. I will make sure that your husband has been added on. I will send you an email 
outside of this call and we will connect. 

 

Q3: When the insurance works, it is wonderful. But coming off rotation, it is horrible; it is very 
frustrating trying to get prescriptions filled. It is a terrible challenge - very squirrelly - paid all of my 
deductible - all of my co-pays and I am getting bills for additional costs.  

A3: James Ferguson - Please contact directly with Elena Honeycutt as we are having trouble with your 
connection.  

  

Q4: We all have to bring our own devices and we try to pack as lightly as we possibly can - why can we 
only use Internet Explorer and not Safari or some of the other options?  

A4: James Ferguson - I don't have any trouble on HR Link or HN Connect using Google Chrome. Try right 
clicking and opening a new tab rather than double clicking on a new page. Is that what you are referring 
to?  

Elena Honeycutt - Maybe that is something we can work with the benefits team on. The instructions 
from payroll for viewing sick time balances, pay check, specifically stipulates using Internet Explorer due 
to security concerns. 

  



Monday, January 25th, 2016  
 

Q1: Can you provide some type of ID to let the immigration know that we're supposed to be here for 
longer than 90 days - when I came into the country, it took a long time for me to convince the 
immigration that my LOA was supposed to stand in for the CAC card and that I was supposed to be in 
country for nine months. 

A1: Betsy McBride - I appreciate your experience. It sometimes comes down to who you encounter in 
customs. We have communicated the types of challenges that you encountered to the customer (to the 
OSD) and talked with them about the value of having a CAC card. As the vendor, this is under the control 
of the OSD. We have new leadership - former retired AF leadership - who spent a lot of time in Japan so 
hopefully he'll see this with a new set of eyes. Please continue to communicate any / all challenges you 
encounter. It is important for us to notate.  

  

Q2: On the LOA I have, everything is checked off (installation services, CAC card) - all of that is checked 
off - yet I was instructed that is not usually the way we do it. 

A2: Betsy McBride - CAC card is not our call - when something is checked on the LOA, it doesn't mean 
that the installation has to honor that. So we try to be really cautious and try to take our lead from the 
installation and what they feel comfortable authorizing or not - it is a complicated process. Thank you 
for following the guidance from your leadership. We will certainly want to know what your experience 
has been and continues to be. 

  

Q3: On the matter of the LOA - we also had a very big problem getting on base because they initially 
stated they are refusing to use our LOAs - took us a day and a half to get a base pass. They wanted us to 
get a CAC card. After a day and a half that this time around, they will honor the LOAs but in the future 
they will not honor it.  

A3: Betsy McBride - Thank you again for capturing very eloquently how things change over time. Our 
leadership is currently work with Camp Zama to determine exactly what their requirements will be. They 
are now saying that the LOA may not be accurate; they may want to go to another level. Once we 
understand, we will communicate back to OSD. All we can do is be responsive and try and make sure all 
parties who need to be informed are. I apologize for any challenges you may have personally 
experienced. This is a new development.  

  

Q4: Regarding getting on base - shows beginning and end date of my assignment here - but they are 
telling me that it needs a tracking number in the top of the form and I was wondering where do we get 
that?  



A4: Betsy McBride - please take directly to your supervisor / management. My understanding is that we 
don't get a letter of authorization. Again, if this is something new, we do need to know about it.  

  

Q5: Payroll - Please reintegrate what you were saying regarding payroll.  

A5: Elena Honeycutt - repeated payroll question provided during opening script. 

  

Q6: Regarding direct deposit - I have tried several times and sent the information but who directly do we 
send the information? Several people responded asking for information - is there one person that takes 
care of direct deposit regarding payroll? 

A6: Loretta Bailey - answering on behalf of expense reports - They have a separate form for direct 
deposit and usually someone (Charlie) will send you an email, asking you to please complete and send 
back for expense reimbursement. And then for payroll, that is something separate. Unfortunately, it is a 
two part process. The form is available on HR Link for payroll. On same landing page where you go to 
enter your time. ASC can assist as well as SPA Central. Elena - Just a note, please note that because 
today is payroll Monday, the system is down right now. Any changes or updates will have to hold until 
tomorrow. Just a heads up.  

  

Q7: Does the bill from health insurance come from Health Net or United Healthcare Global? 

A7: Elena Honeycutt  - The bill is coming directly from United Healthcare Global - UHCG. 

  

Q8: Elena Honeycutt – Reminder:  SPAs please remember to go into HR Link: My Information and add 
your emergency contact - a lot of you have not added an emergency contact. Please make sure you 
designate an emergency contact as well as a working contact number for that person. 

  

Q9: Regarding the electronic invoice at MHNGS website, we used to have to get it signed; since we no 
longer have to get it signed, is it possible for us to just do it electronically? 

A9: Loretta Bailey - I'd love to be able to say yes but that is a significant system change; the computer 
takes your fax, reads the SAO and matches into the data that you submit on line and that is how it 
works. If the information isn't faxed, it becomes a manual process. It is on our list of improvements for 
the next generation of the contract.  

  



Q10: Last year when I started, there was direction from OSD regarding yearlong contracts and I haven't 
heard anything recently - is there any type of update? I was just curious because there were several 
concerns regarding time off and different things like that.  

A10: Betsy McBride - In terms of length of assignment? No. OSD's intent is to have long term 
assignments. We haven't seen any variation from that intent. It is a challenge not having any paid 
personal time off and longer term assignments.  

  

Q11: Was late to dial in - was roll call taken?  

A11: Betsy McBride – No, this is not a required call - offered as for information only. 
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